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ADDENDUM TO "TAUBERIAN THEOREMS FOR 
BOREL-TYPE METHODS OF SUMMABILITY" 

BY 

D. BORWEIN AND E. SMET 

We will use the notation and definitions given in [2, p. 167 and p. 173]. In 
addition, we say that sn = 0(1)(B', a, /3) if Aaj/3(x) exists for all x>0 and 
a"1 loAa#(i)dt is bounded on [0, <*>). We will also use the notations "s„ -» 
s(B\ a, j3)" and "£o an = s(B', a, j3)" interchangeably. 

We need the following lemma, the proof of which is readily obtained by use 
of [2, Lemma l(i)]. 

LEMMA 1. Let 

Fot^(x) = a'1\ Aa^(t)dt 
Jo 

exist for all x > 0 . Then 

Fa,0+6(x)= h(x-t)Fa>fi(t)dt 
Jo 

where 3>0 and h{u) = u6""Vu / r(ô). 

The following result is due to Borwein [1, Theorem 2]. 

THEOREM A. sn -> s(B, a, /3 +1) if and only if sn -> s(B', a, ]8). 

A simplified version of the proof of Theorem A yields the following. 

THEOREM B. sn = 0(1)(B, a, ]8 +1) if and only if sn = 0(1)(B', a, j8). 

It is now immediate, in view of Theorems A and B, that the following 
theorems are equivalent to the corresponding theorems in [2] with ]8 + 1 and 
fi + 1 in place of j3 and fi. 

THEOREM 1. If £o an = s(B\ a, /x) and an -» 0 (B', a, 0), fften £o On = 
s(B' ,a, |3) . 

THEOREM 2. If sn-> s(B', a, /3 + e) /or some e > 0 and sn = 0(1)(B', a, )3), 
then sn -* s(B', a, /3 + Ô) for any 8 > 0. 

THEOREM 2*. 1/ £o an = s(B', a, /3 + e) for some e > 0 and an = 0(1)(B', a, /3), 
then Xo an = s(B', a, j3 + 6) /or any Ô > 0. 

THEOREM 3. 1/ sn-» s(B', a, jS + e) /or some e > 0 and Sa^+1(x) is slowly 
decreasing, then sn -> s(B', a, j3). 
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THEOREM 3*. If £o an - s(B', a, |8 + e) for some s > 0 and Aayf3+1(x) is slowly 
decreasing, then £o an = s(B', a, j8). 

THEOREM 4. If sn = 0(l)(£' , a, /EX) and sn>-K for all rc>0 where K is a 
positive constant, then sn = 0(1)(B', a, /3). 

THEOREM 5. Ifsn-> s(B', a, JLL) and sn ^ - K for alln>0 where K is a positive 
constant, then sn —» s(B',a, ]8). 

THEOREM 5*. If Xo &n = s(B', a, /x) and an ^ - X /or all n > 0 where JfC is a 
positive constant, then Yo a>n = s(B', a, /3). 

THEOREM 6. 1/ sn —» s(B', a, JLL) and if there are positive real numbers A, a, 8 
such that |Saj/lA+i(z)|< A exp(a |z|) whenever Re z > 6 , then sn —» s(B', a, /3). 

THEOREM 6*. If £o an = s(B', a, JLL) and // there are positive real numbers A, 
a, 8 such that |AajM,+i(z)|< A exp(a |z|) whenever R e z > 5 , then Xo #n = 

s(B', a, p). 

THEOREM 7. If Yo an = s(B', a, n) and | a n | < K n for all n > 0 where K is a 
positive constant, then £o an = s(B', a, 0). 

In addition, we have the following result which is a more appropriate 
analogue to [2, Theorem 3] than the above Theorem 3. 

THEOREM 8. If sn-> s(B',a, j3 + e) for some e>0 and a - 1 JS Aa^(t) dt is 
slowly decreasing, then sn -> s(B', a, j3). 

Proof. Let 

Fa,(i(x) = a~1 Aa#(t)dt, Fa,p+e(x) = a~1 Aa ,p+e(0df. 
Jo Jo 

In view of Lemma 1 and [2, lemma 3], we have, by [2, Theorem 9] (with 
F(x) = F a^+ e(x) , /(JC) = F ^ U ) , ft(u) = w e _ 1e-7r(e)) , that Fa^(x) is bounded on 
[0, oo]. Hence, by Theorem 2, Fa^+1(jc) - » s a s x - > » . Thus, in view of Lemma 
1, it follows by [2, Theorem 8] (with F(jc) = FaWB+i(x), /(JC) = Fa^(x)), that 
Fa,p(x) ~> s as JC -» oo. 
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